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Security Council
The Horn of Africa constitutes the region in East Africa that includes Djibouti, Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, Sudan, and Somalia. It is historically an incredibly conflicted region, originating 
with cultural and tribal differences, tempered by colonialism and strategic power strug-
gles from European expansionism, divided by Cold War estranges, and marked today by 
terrorism, territorial disputes, and resource scarcity.  Its constituents decidedly have weak 
heads of state, which creates weak border security and law enforcement. This allows 
terrorist organizations, including al-Qaeda,  ISIL, al-Shabaab, and the Lord’s Resistance 
Army, to establish networks that serve as contingencies against intervention: efforts to 
repress their activity in one region only leads to their withdrawal through these networks. 
Ambiguous boundaries between states due to prior conflicts lead to ill-defined jurisdic-
tion, leading to interstate regions becoming rife with occupation. It is apparent that 
terrorism in the region can’t be tackled head-on; both regional and ad-hoc international 
efforts have tried and failed, often leading to their own resource depletion and human 
rights violations. Rather, this committee will attempt to tackle what allows terrorism to 
persist. State failure is the bedrock upon which regional instability and insurgency oper-
ations build themselves on; and delegates will engage in one of its main effect of border 
insecurity. 

I chose this topic because the Horn of Africa carries with it incredible geographic, cultur-
al, and economic weight. It is historically a crossroads of ideas, culture, and beliefs, with 
Islam and Christianity both being introduced to the continent through it, and is a landing 
point for the Red Sea, and Indian Ocean, and the Gulf of Aden, no doubt facilitating the 
exchange of goods that shaped the culture of Southeast Asia, Africa, the Arabian pen-
insula, etc. Today, the Horn still plays this role, becoming a source of coal, natural gas, 
precious metals, and agricultural necessities such as phosphates. Unfortunately, it plays 
this role as a region marked with human rights conflicts, with many areas playing host 
to terrorist encampments, governmental intolerance, and food crises. This topic offers 
delegates the experience of approaching an inherently futile situation; fractures between 
states have created irreparable scars to regional cohesion, and ethnic minorities such 
as the Oromo have already paid the price to their cultural identity. Delegates are tasked 
with making the best of the condition by focusing on the resulting border disputes.The 
region harbors the complexity that delegates in Security Council are expected to be able 
to handle, and we expect you to offer a multi-faceted viewpoint when delivering your 
country’s policy. 

This committee will be fast paced, with delegates expected to have prior MUN experience 
and an affinity to crisis-driven debate. Crises will play a large role in this committee, and 
are meant to enhance resolutions and offer a tractioned view that real world actors often 
have to take when facing the aftermath of conflict. This committee will, as mentioned 
above, focus on territorial disputes in their impact on terrorism in the Horn; however, we 
urge you to, in your research, extend this to its related logic; this includes corruption as a 
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motivation for poor border control, cultural marginalization as a reason for recruitment 
into insurgency cells, and ethnic federalism as a means of territorial unity (Ethiopia is a 
good example of this). 

Topic b: open agenda
Open Agenda is a tradition for Security Council; it mirrors the eclectic focus of the UNSC 
and displays the reality of resources for arbitration as a scarcity, leaving many pervasive 
issues untackled. It also demands a exhaustive knowledge of the general international 
setting out of delegates. This year’s open agenda topics are the Crisis in Burundi, the Ro-
hingya in Myanmar, and Piracy in the Gulf of Guinea. 

In many ways, Burundi is a country with a political landscape similar to that of early 
1990’s Rwanda; it carries with it a similar ethnic makeup, whose relative political stand-
ing has switched over the years. It shares a history of genocide, displacement of refugees, 
and civil war. A persistent autocracy, headed by President Pierre Nkurunziza for three 
terms, has perpetuated a cycle of persecution against the Tutsi minority, along with any 
who oppose Nkurunziza’s claim to presidency. This has resulted in a refugee crisis that 
neighbor states are unable to accomodate. Delegates in the UNSC will have to defuse a 
rising conflict between the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic factions, while channeling dissent to-
wards the autocratic regime towards the establishment of a more democratic institution.

Myanmar faces a similar bout of persecution, laying claim to one of the worst ethnic 
genocides in modern history. Facing mass execution and militarization of their villages, 
the Rohingya, an Islamic sect, have fled the Buddhist-majority Myanmar to neighboring 
Bangladesh. The Rohingya for years have been denied citizenship, freedom of movement, 
and access to healthcare and education. The human rights abuses they face are explicitly 
denied by the Burmese government, including Nobel Peace Prize laureate Aung San Suu 
Kyi, who refuses to denounce the state for its injustices. The world remains silent in the 
face of this massacre. Delegates will assess the extent of persecution and the failure of 
state to provide for its people, including trying the state for crimes against humanity.

The Gulf of Guinea consists of a number of countries in West Africa; unfortunately most 
are affected by criminal enterprises that have flourished in the Gulf for decades. Pirate 
attacks occur mainly in territorial waters; being closer to land allows for easy resupply 
and transfer of cargo, while also making difficult enacting international naval responses 
to their network. Though piracy is condemned and international responses are outlined 
in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), these responses are 
difficult to implement without infringing on sovereignty; the UNSC will have to modernize 
counter-piracy laws and strengthen maritime enforcement on a regional basis, while aid-
ing states such as Nigeria in maintaining self-sufficient intelligence and knowledge-shar-
ing.
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